1. My home page and my book page at Press 53:

http://rebeccafoust.com/


2. Links to some recent reviews of my new book, Paradise Drive (cover photo attached):


Laura Knowles Blake, “Vision, Vessels, Voices” for *The Hudson Review*, Spring 2015 (print only)


3. A video of me reading a poem from the book

https://www.youtube.com/user/SoInRev

4. Links to some recent features and interviews:


Renee Nichole Hamlin interview for *Fourteen Hills* (SFSU Review) 5/19/15 http://14hills.net/content/interview-rebecca-foust


Evan Karp Interview for LitSeen [includes video of me reading poems from *Paradise Drive*], http://www.sfweekly.com/exhibitionist/2015/02/25/the-write-stuff-rebecca-foust-on-doing.pretty-much-everything